DIVERSE PROGRAM IS SCHEDULED FOR SPORTS EXHIBITION

SPORTS PROGRAM WILL OPEN WITH WRESTLING BOUT

Wrestling will be the opening sport to take the floor tonight in the M. T. I. Field House. The opening bout will be held in the Hangar Gym beginning at 8:00 P.M.

The remaining sports of the program, in the order in which they will come, are: tennis, fencing, and boxing. Twenty-minute periods will be allotted to each event, after which they may present their exhibitors.

From noon on Friday through Sunday there will be an interscholastic tournament in track sponsored by the Boys' Track Club.

THE TECH has positions open for the next two years; members of the underclassmen and senior classes interested should call the Information Office, Room 302, Walker.

STUDENT DIRECTORY contains the calendar of the school year and information on how to obtain parking permits, student and alumni interest in college years.

Business Candidates Needed for THE TECH

The TECH has positions open in the departments of sales, advertising, and business management for three Sophomores and eight Freshmen. Those interested are eligible to students in December and possible promotions in February. Report after your election to the Business Office of THE TECH, Room 217.

STUDENT DIRECTORY

For two months after the publication of the Student Directory, this directory will be published on Wednesdays, the publication dates being selected at random to all students and may be obtained by application to the Information Office of the Institute. The directory contains a list of members of the Corporation; officers of alumni organizations; faculty members of the Institute; a list of students; members of the staff; the order of their degrees; and the alphabetical list of officers and students of the Institute. It may be obtained on attachment at the Information Office.

ROBERT B. FREEMAN CHosen As FRESHMAN PRESIDENT IN ELECTIONS ON WEDNESDAY

New Class Head Was Captain of Field Day Crew

Robert B. Freeman of Portland, Me., was elected freshman president yesterday by the freshmen in their elections which were held in the Madison Room. Freeman was a transfer student and is a member of the Engineering Band. He was elected president of the student body by the freshmen.

Robert A. McNeilly was elected as treasurer of the Clubs Council.

Robert E. Kroeger was elected as president of the Taihihi Club.

ROBERT B. FREEMAN

President

ELECTION RESULTS ON WEDNESDAY

Capt. Cullen and Bacon will put on a dance to raise money for the school, which is expected.

The Techtonians will add zest to the program with several popular selections. After the Tech Serenaders there will be a quartet of popular melodies rendered by the Tech Symphony. And lastly, there will be a couple of selections by the "Tech Serenaders" will sing one of the track songs, and then taken to the hospital.

MUSICAL CLUBS TO GIVE CONCERT AT Filene's Tonight

Clubs Select Many Well Known Songs For Second Public Appearance of Year

Having amassed the bulk of their popularity as the result of the freshman program, Bill H. Huntington will sing in the Tech Symphony.
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Our "Cracker Barrel" Movements

The average American lost some great and over-ground movements in American history seems to be a continuous record of causes and of emotional invalids particularly in recent years. It really doesn't seem to matter in the least what that cause may be as long as it is possible to become sentimental over it and denounce someone in vigorous and not least what that cause may be as long as it is possible to become emotionally invalids. After the frenzy of championing such noble causes which had the direct approval of the deities it was impossible to settle down to another period of movements originating also for the most part ending on the proven "cracker barrel" in the village store. So there followed in quick succession campaigns against the "Reds" that were theoretically correct and the editor of the Holy Cross "Tomahawk" is the backward, sensitive, self-conscious student that you find in every University in the United States, against the mighty devil alcohol who was ruling the youth of the land, and then immediately after the amendment against the laws that were prohibiting an individual from exercising his supposedly inviolate personal liberty.

Now that the great movements of this period immediately after the war have died down considerably for lack of fuel, we are settling down slowly again although we have not yet reached the "cracker barrel" stage again as yet. The evidence of this decline is in the growing insanity of the causes which, while it has become sufficiently prevalent as to perpetuate movements from climbing above the "cracker barrel" stage. One of the most recent cases showing the decline of the movements that are in the process of failure in Chicago is in the case of the Great Depression. While hard this malign foreign power is working its way through its paid representatives, the writers of school histories, to instill into the misguided and impressionable minds the ideas of the almost dead movement against the "Reds." And, moreover, it possesses sufficiently more animosity to show clearly the tendency of our great causes to degenerate even more to the "cracker barrel" stage.
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Soccer Team Meets N. H.

Technology Given Even Chance In Battle With Uni. of N. H. Tomorrow

Technology's soccer team meets New Hampshire tomorrow afternoon at New England Field, the visiting team having practiced on the Cambridge grounds at the present time, but a hard group of winter weather has informed the New Hampshire team that they will probably be unable to practice at their present ground, giving the engineers an advantage over the visitors.

In addition, the New England Field resembles Harvard Stadium in that it has a neatly-made playing surface, while the New Hampshire field has a rather uneven surface that extends from one end of the field to another. This will be a great advantage to the engineers, who are used to playing on such surfaces. The New Hampshire team, on the other hand, is used to playing on fields with a more even surface, which will be a disadvantage for them.

The New England team has been working hard in preparation for the game, and the engineers are confident of a good showing. The New Hampshire team has also been working hard, but the engineers are expected to have the upper hand due to their experience on the type of surface.

The game will take place at 3:30 p.m. and entry will be free with the Harvard Union. The game is expected to be exciting, with both teams giving their best effort to secure a victory.
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A store well worth knowing

A store second to none in the world, where young men may quickly and pleasantly select a complete wardrobe — suits, topcoats — sport and dress clothes, of custom-made quality, yet ready to wear, tailored from the first stitch to the last in our own Boston workrooms. A store that saves time and money for thousands of well-dressed Men and Young Men.

Suits, $45 to $55 — Overcoats, $50 to $65
Tuxedos and Trousers, $30 and $55
Blue Overcoats full silk lined with Velvet Collars, $65

336 to 340 Washington St., Boston

Chesterfield

smokers don't change

with the seasons...

...but watch other smokers changing on Chesterfield!

FOR THE BEST OF GOOD REASONS

better taste!

Chesterfield

American Tobacco Company

Lunney & Minter Tobacco Co.
TECH-NETICHE
BATTLE RESULTS IN 0-0 DEADLOCK

Parks and Wafford Are Stars In Gridiron Clash Between Publications

TECH OUTPLAYS "SNIQUE"

(Continued from Page 1) many of the signals. Techs failled off and Time lost control of his own 5-yard line, carried on about 40 yards before he finally halted in the third period. A Techs punt of about 20 yards was returned by a passing forward pass for a while but was finally stopped by the referee's whistle. The game was pressed on rapidly for a late period. The Techs then had some opportunity to a second of the game. The late period closed, Joe Parks, one of the maxi-stars of the team, scored early in the contest by running the ball on the 5-yard line, time did not permit them to close their attack. The summary:

Team Lineups

THE TECH

Danziger, It .................... It, Botzow
Chatfield, rg ................... rg, Moreau
Harmon, c ....................... c, Byrne
Danziger, It .................... It, Botzow
Chatfield, rg ................... rg, Moreau
Harmon, c ....................... c, Byrne

Parks, r ................... r, Shane
Young, qb ...................... qb, Wood
Hamlin, re ................... re, D'Antoni
Verveer, rt .................... rt, Melcher

THE TECH

L-- -

ABO.

AEO SOCIETY HOLDS
FIRST ANNUAL SMOKER

A Marine smoker given by the Aero- nautical Engineering Society was held in Room 5-330 on Tuesday night. The Department motion pictures of the 1926 National Air Races at Philadel- phia, the Radio Beacon, and the Per- sons Lifting Corporation are shown. In addition to this, the glider of the Aero- nautical Engineering Laboratory will be shown in flight. A meet held in Room 5-330 several weeks ago to which was invited and several of them who wishes to be present had the opportunity to do so by signing up at the time.

SKH! SKH!

The Young Lady

Whom you talk to, you talk to. If you start talking to him about the weather, he may not come to talk to you. It will cancel a previous date any time and also cancel meals that have been prepared. The Sometime Place to Drive to and do some shopping.

MUSO BY LEON RIESBON

The New
EGYPTIAN ROOM

of 1927

AT HOTEL BRENNICK

YOUNG MEN'S HATS and COATS of conservative styles for Foreign and Domestic Suitss

COATS

for Dress or Sports wear

FUR COATS

CAPS, GLOVES, NECIEITIES

IMPORTED GOLF JACKETs

Collins & Fairbanks

213-215 Columbus Av.

Dorflon

Put your pipe on P.A.

WHAT you get out of a pipe depends on what you feed it. Millions of contented jimmy- pipers will tell you that Prince A.'s aromas are superior, dependable, and deliver. You suspect you are in some great pipe-sessions the minute you get a whiff of P.A.'s aroma.

The first pipe-load confirms your suspicions. What a smoke, Fellow! Remember when you asked for the last dance and she said 'You've had it?'? P.A. is cool, like that. And sweet as knowling that she didn't really mean it.

PRINCE ALBERT—no other tobacco is like it!

NEW STEEL WEIR BOX WILL BE INSTALLED

An order has been placed by the Department of Mechanical Engineering with the Daniel Russell Baker Works for a steel double- weir box to be used in checking hydraulic meas- urement instruments. The system that has so far been used consists of (a) water from a centrifugal pump discharging through a pipe line and being caught in a Pita take a read- ings, and a butterfly, after which the water was allowed to escape. In the future it will have the advantage to save over a remarkably expensive, and a laborious task, all four measuring de-峨esions may then be checked against the same, whereas in the past the cuiting was used to check the others.

TECH STUDENTS WILL VIEW EDISON PLANT

The Mechanical Engineering in the Institute are to have an oppor- tunity to inspect the Edison Plant of the Edison Electric Co., at Westfield, Mass. The Mechanical Engineering Society has arranged for a inspection trip this afternoon. It is planned to leave the Institute at 2:30, and those who plan to go must sign up promptly at that hour.

THE CROYDON—that new Swaguer English last by Johnston & Murphy

THE "CROYDON"—that new Swaguer English last by Johnston & Murphy